What is the Wall that Heals and the roll you can play:
Of the four “walls” travelling throughout the United States, The Wall That Heals is the largest replica, the
only one provided by the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund (VVMF), and the only one accompanied by
the mobile Education Center. The elements coupled with the close involvement of VVMF staff and
significant preparations by hosts guarantee an experience for every community selected to host The
Wall That Heals. A weeklong experience hosting The Wall That Heals is an opportunity that will not only
transform a community, but also challenge the most experienced of event hosts. From Tuesday until
Sunday, the hosts will be required to meet the needs of hundreds of volunteers and thousands of
visitors for 24-hours each day no matter the weather, crowds, or other needs. Operationally, the hosts
will be charged with enlisting cooperation of many groups and organizations including motorcyclists, law
enforcement, veteran and other community service clubs, and schools. To meet these needs, VVMF
strongly recommends a central committee of individuals with the capability and time necessary to
oversee the main components of the event.
The entire display consists of the mobile Education Center and 3/4-scale replica wall. When the exhibit
arrives in our community on Tuesday afternoon, it will be carried within a 51-foot commercial trailer
hauled by a full-size tractor-truck (semi). The first aspect of the entire visit is this parade escort into your
community. When successful, this parade of motorcyclists, first-responders and others energize the
community. It provides an opportunity for a homecoming many veterans never received – a moment for
the community to rally roadside and welcome its heroes home. www.thewallthatheals.org.

The Wall location is 8222 S 51st Street at the Franklin High School. The X marks the field where the wall
will be placed. Between the school and the Saber Stadium (football field).

